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BACKGROUND
• NETI-I  IN JANUARY 2016 
• MICHAEL PRINCE AND RICHARD FELDER: RESEARCH IN INDUCTIVE LEARNING
• MY TEACHING CHALLENGE: 
I EXPLAINED EVERYTHING VERY WELL AND CLEAR. WHY STUDENTS DID NOT
UNDERSTAND AND PREFORM POORLY ON TESTS?
• THE ANSWER WAS: BECAUSE I DID NOT KNOW HOW STUDENTS LEARN!
CONSTRUCTIVISM IN TEACHING AND LEARNING
WHEN WE ENCOUNTER SOMETHING NEW, WE HAVE TO RECONCILE IT WITH 
OUR PREVIOUS IDEAS AND EXPERIENCE
PEOPLE CONSTRUCT THEIR OWN 
UNDERSTANDING AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
WORLD, THROUGH EXPERIENCING THINGS AND 
REFLECTING ON THOSE EXPERIENCES 
AN EXAMPLE
• A CHILD BELIEVES THAT THE EARTH IS FLAT
– BASED ON WHAT S/HE SEES AND FEELS
• A TEACHER SAYS TO THE CHILD THAT THE EARTH IS ROUND
• THE CHILD CONNECTS THIS NEW PIECE OF KNOWLEDGE TO HIS/HER BELIEVES AND 
PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE
• THE RESULT OF THE LESSON IS:
AN EXAMPLE: LEARNING OUTCOME
The Earth is like a 
pancake: flat and round!
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A STUDENT GETS A NEW PIECE OF 
INFORMATION? 
THE STUDENT COMPARES THE INFORMATION TO THE KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 
HE/SHE ALREADY HAS, AND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CAN OCCUR:
DEDUCTIVE VS. INDUCTIVE APPROACHES
FEATURES OF COMMON INDUCTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL 
METHODS (PRINCE & FELDER, 2006)
EXAMPLE: INVENTORY COST AND EOQ CONCEPTS
AN EXAMPLE: INDUCTIVE APPROACH
1) DISCUSSION: STUDENTS SHARE THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF INVENTORY COST
2) CASE STUDY: WHO IS RIGHT, THE PRODUCTION MANAGER OR PROCUREMENT MANAGER?
Quantity # of Cases
Orders Per 
year
Annual 
Ordering Cost
Average 
Inventory
Annual 
Holding Cost Total Cost
30 2 358.40 17203.20 15 537.6 17740.80
60 4 179.20 8601.60 30 1075.2 9676.80
90 6 119.47 5734.40 45 1612.8 7347.20
120 8 89.60 4300.80 60 2150.4 6451.20
150 10 71.68 3440.64 75 2688 6128.64
165 11 65.16 3127.85 82.5 2956.8 6084.65
169.71 11.31 63.36 3041.12 84.85 3041.12 6082.25
180 12 59.73 2867.20 90 3225.6 6092.80
195 13 55.14 2646.65 97.5 3494.4 6141.05
240 16 44.80 2150.40 120 4300.8 6451.20
480 32 22.40 1075.20 240 8601.6 9676.80
960 64 11.20 537.60 480 17203.2 17740.80
AN EXAMPLE: INDUCTIVE APPROACH
3) ONLINE GAME: PLACE ORDERS FOR A PRODUCT FOR A RETAIL STORE TO MINIMIZE INVENTORY 
COST
AN EXAMPLE: INDUCTIVE APPROACH
4) STUDENTS SELF-REFLECTION: WHAT DID YOU LEARN?
ROLE OF TEACHER IN INDUCTIVE LEARNING
TEACHERS HELP STUDENTS TO CONSTRUCT KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN TO REPRODUCE A 
SERIES OF FACTS:
• ENCOURAGES STUDENTS TO USE ACTIVE TECHNIQUES (EXPERIMENTS, REAL-WORLD PROBLEM 
SOLVING) TO CREATE MORE KNOWLEDGE 
• ENCOURAGES TO REFLECT ON WHAT THEY ARE DOING AND HOW THEIR UNDERSTANDING IS 
CHANGING 
• HAS TO UNDERSTANDS THE STUDENTS' PREEXISTING CONCEPTIONS
• GUIDES THE ACTIVITY TO ADDRESS THE PREEXISTING CONCEPTIONS AND THEN BUILD ON 
THEM.
GUIDED BY THE TEACHER, STUDENTS CONSTRUCT THEIR KNOWLEDGE ACTIVELY RATHER 
THAN JUST MECHANICALLY INGESTING KNOWLEDGE FROM THE TEACHER
SUMMARY
PROS OF INDUCTIVE TEACHING (BASED ON RESEARCH):
• LONG-TERM RETENTION
• TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE
• CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING AND CONNECTIONS
• DEEP APPROACH TO LEARNING
• POSITIVE STUDENTS ATTITUDE
CONS OF INDUCTIVE TEACHING:
• MAY REQUIRE MORE PREPARATION TIME
• INVOLVES LEARNING CURVE
• MAY EVOKE STUDENTS RESISTANCE (PBL PUSHES STUDENTS OUT OF THEIR COMFORT ZONE)
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